
 

Rocky Handsome Marathi Full Movie Download Hd 720p is a bollywood movie in the Marathi language and in Hindi.It was
released in 2013 and has been made on a budget of 80 million. Rocky Handsome is about Rocky (Mahadev Talankar) who lives
with his wife, Deepika (Devaki Pandit), and teenage son, Nikhil (Pravin Darade). They live in a joint family setting where
duties are divided by gender. Rocky works as an engineer at an IT company while his wife runs the household and takes care of
their children, but when Deepika dies after childbirth, he decides to take up cooking for all to make ends meet. Rocky is a
tough, no-nonsense person and the family members have a hard time dealing with his strict discipline. But in spite of this, they
all respect him. Despite everything, they love him dearly... Rocky Handsome Marathi Movie Download Hd 720p is an movies
about cooking. It is a family film. Rocky Handsome is a very good cooking movie in marathi language.In the beginning of the
movie comes deepika pandit and then mahadev talankar and then mukund and then pranali pandit and after that little raghav
comes in the movie with his mother mahesh narayan gaikwad. In this movie other people are there. They all are playing a role in
this movie. In the beginning of the movie, deepika pandit isheshheshishe is at home with her husband mahadev
talankar.Deepika is pregnant and she has child pain.Her husband mahadev goes to hospital to get some medicine but her doctor
says that it will take time before she gets normalized.He tells that she needs to rest for some days and then they can do any thing
about it.Mahadeva comes home and say's "deepika you need to go bed,you will get well".Deepika goes to rest . After 1 days she
is ready to see her child.Mahadeva comes home and seves lunch.Deepika says "mahadeva what are you doing at home,you are
manager of an IT company,you have to go out for some time".Mahadeva say's "i tell you that i have not got good idea about
work today,i don't know why i am doing this" mahadev goes in kitchen and then in the movie starts. After that mahadev and
deepika go in market and buy some things in market.When mahadev reaches home with the things it starts raining. Deepika says
mahadev you will get wet,come to my car.Mahadeva goes to car and starts getting dry. When deepika leaves the car it starts
pouring.deepika gets wet and goes in to kanthi house .Kanthi says "you are our guest,you will get sick if you stay here" she takes
deepika into her house kanthi's daughter nikhil also come with her.Nikhil is not well he is unhappy because his mom died after
giving birth.deepika looks at him and says "nikhil" Nikhil says "yes" deepika says look i will bring you something good for
dinner,eat it now".
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